2013 ARRL January VHF Contest Results

New year, new categories!

John (JK) Kalenowsky, K9JK, hamk9jk@ameritech.com

The first ARRL VHF radiosport event of the New Year rang in with two new entry categories: Single Operator, Three Band (SO3B) and Single Operator, FM Only (SO-FM). Those new categories gathered a total of 100, 77 and 23 log submissions, respectively. While the total number of logs submitted for 2013 slipped slightly to 721 from 2012’s count of 767 (about 6%), approximately the same percentage (about 60%) are made up of Single Operator entries using low power. Congratulations to the first-time winners of the two new categories, Rich, KV2R, for SO3B and Ev, W2EV, for SO-FM!

Logs submitted in the new categories contained numerous comments indicating that this was their first contest or first January contest, such as N2SLO’s “My first January contest, now with 432 MHz operation. My new 15 element Yagi with 50 watts is a small footprint, but worked above my expectations. Six meters opened up at 0200 on Saturday night, with KØHA worked in EN10 from Long Island.”

Not to ignore the other categories, congrats to Roger, W3SZ, for topping the “classic” Single Operator, Low Power (SOLP) entrants, and to Jeff, K1TEO, in a very familiar spot for him as leading scorer among this year’s 134 Single Operator, High Power category entrants. Single Operator, Portable can be a challenge in January, especially in the northern latitudes, yet Richard, N2SPI, prevailed as the top scorer among the 10 category entries and from the Western New York section, no less. The teams at N3NGE and W3SO lead the competition in the Multioperator (MO) and Limited Multioperator (LM) categories (59 and 22 entries, respectively). Roving in January can also be a challenge, yet 63 rover logs were submitted in 2013. Wayne, N6NB, topped the 29 “classic” Rovers. John, K9JK, teamed up with Mike, WB8BZK, to lead the 30 Limited Rovers (RL) and Harry, W0BL, bested the four Unlimited Rover (RU) entries.

Besides the 721 call signs for which logs were submitted, over 3500 other call signs appeared in the more than 63,000 QSOs that were included in the submitted logs. Ten logs crossed the 500 QSO barrier with the N3NGE multiop team actually topping 1000 QSOs with their effort.

Fireworks in 2013?
While not as widespread or lengthy as in 2012, there was enhanced 50 MHz propagation this year. On Saturday, the count of 50 MHz QSOs exceeding 600 km from about 0100 through 0500 UTC (even though it was Sunday in UTC) was almost 2900 with the peak of over 1200 QSOs in the 0300-0400 hour. Saturday’s enhancement included much of the country (see map above). On Sunday, the two hours from 2300 UTC through 0100 UTC (Monday UTC) each netted over 900 QSOs (1885 total) on 50 MHz that indicated paths longer than 600 km, though Sunday’s conditions were much more favorable to the eastern half of the country. The extended version of this article at www.arrl.org/contest-results-articles has separate maps for each of the four hours on Saturday, showing the progression of propagation paths over time, as well as a map of Sunday’s propagation paths.

Regional Spotlight
The Northeast region, which includes the Atlantic, Hudson and New England Divisions along with the eastern reaches of Canada, was the source of more than 40% of the logs submitted with 303. The Atlantic Division alone provided over half of those (165) and the Eastern Pennsylvania Section (EPA) provided the highest count from any single section with 82. EPA actually tied the log totals from the entire New England Division (which is comprised of seven sections). The next highest count of logs from any single division was the 58 from the Central Division. With so many stations active in the area, many of the overall Top Ten by Category listings contained only stations from the Northeast region. The initial
was the sole RU entry from the Northeast. Other from the region) and Sig, KJ1K, who by one other rover from the region), Justin, K3WGR), in “classic” Rover (accompanied by three other rovers from the region), respectively. Midwest’s best in SOLP was Keith, WB5ZDP, and in SOHP Ron, K5LLL. Stu, WØSTU, claimed the region’s top spot for SO-Portable with a mountain-topping expedition as his photos show at www.arrl.org soapboxview/8867. Rovers in the Midwest were lead by Tom, W5TV (with Ralph, WD5RAH) in “classic” Rover, your author John, K9JK (with Mike, WB5BZK) in RL and Harry, WØBL in RU.

Participants from the West Coast region; Northwestern, Pacific and Southwestern Divisions plus Alberta, British Columbia and NWT; submitted a total of 91 logs with John, K6MI, topping the new SO3B category and Terry, K6TDL, prevailing in the new SO-FM category from the region. Bob, AF6RR, and Eric, N7EPD, were the region’s lead- ers in SOLP and SOHP, respectively. Duane, K1QEL, was the lone SO-Portable entrant from the West Coast and also finished 2nd overall in the category. Tom, KE7SW (+ assistant), claimed the region’s top spot in MO with a margin of less than 200 points over the team at AE6GE. The ML entry from the West Coast was W6QAR with this being their second foray into VHF+ contesting. Their Soapbox comment also noted that they “Had a couple of newcomers participate who should soon be licensed.” West Coast rovers kept it Limited (no “classic” or Unlimited rovers from the region) with Darryl, WW7D, finishing atop the category.

Club Competition

The results table tells the story. The Mt. Airy VHF Radio Club Packrats continued their streak of winning the Unlimited Club category. Even though their log count dropped to 65 from last year’s 77 (still plenty of margin above the 51-log minimum for Unlimited), their aggregate total score increased by almost 185,000.

Among the 30 entries in Medium Club, 20 members of the North East Weak Signal Group submitted their logs to claim that gavel with just 5,000 points more than the five logs winners of this year’s new categories, Rich, K72R, for SO3B and Ev, W2EV, for SO-FM, both operated from the region and three of the other Top Ten finishers in each of the new categories were from the Northeast. National SOLP leader, Roger, W3SZ, was joined by five other SOLP entrants from the region. Jeff, K1TEO, had more company from the Northeast, with seven other SOHP national Top Ten finishers from there (five of those from the EPA Section). Another national leader from the Northeast region was Richard, N2SPI, who was accompanied by three other Single Operator, Portable entrants. The national top scorers in the multiparameter categories were also from the Northeast; the N3NGE team was joined by three other Northeasterners among the Top Ten in MO and the W3SO team led four other national LM leaders from the region. Leading rovers from the Northeast were Russ, NN3Q, (with Al, K3WGR), in “classic” Rover (accompanied by one other rover from the region), Justin, N22BH, in RL (also accompanied by one other from the region) and Sig, KJ1K, who was the sole RU entry from the Northeast.

The 115 logs from the Southeast region (Delta, Roanoke and Southeastern Divisions) was the next highest regional log count. In the new Single Operator categories, the SO3B top scorer was Tim, K55CKP, with Dave, N4DW, finishing first in SO-FM. For the SOLP and SOHP categories, Todd, N4QWZ, and Mike, W3IP, were the leaders for the region and there was no entry in SO-Portable from Southeast. The region’s top multiparameter entries were Steve, N4JQQ (+ assistance), in MO and Don, N3MK (+ assistance), in ML. The overall “classic” Rover winner, Wayne, N6NB, operated in the Southeast region, with Ray, K4DRSL, finishing in the top spot for the region’s Limited Rovers.

Log submissions from the Central region, consisting of Central and Great Lakes Divisions plus the 4 new sections of Ontario totaled 107, with Bob, VE3KZ, and Erich, KC9CUK, leading the Central region in the new SO3B and SO-FM categories, respectively. Bob, K2DRH; Paul, W0UC and Rod, KD0EBT, topped the Central SOLP, SOHP, and SO-Portable categories, respectively. Jim, K9OA, went with assistance to lead MO and a team at NS2M (with “lots of good food” according to their Soapbox) topped ML from the region. Central’s leading rovers were Russell, VE3DIL, for “classic” and James, W8ISS, for Limited.

Four divisions; Dakota, Midwest, Rocky Mountain and West Gulf; plus the Canadian provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan make up the Midwest region from which 103 logs were submitted. Bob, KØNR, and Tim, WD9IGX, claimed the inaugural top spots for the region in the new SO3B and SO-FM categories, respectively. Midwest’s best in SOLP was Keith, WB5ZDP, and in SOHP Ron, K5LLL. Stu, WØSTU, claimed the region’s top spot for SO-Portable with a mountain-topping expedition as his photos show at www.arrl.org soapboxview/8867. Rovers in the Midwest were lead by Tom, W5TV (with Ralph, WD5RAH) in “classic” Rover, your author John, K9JK (with Mike, WB5BZK) in RL and Harry, WØBL in RU.

Participants from the West Coast region; Northwestern, Pacific and Southwestern Divisions plus Alberta, British Columbia and NWT; submitted a total of 91 logs with John, K6MI, topping the new SO3B category and Terry, K6TDL, prevailing in the new SO-FM category from the region. Bob, AF6RR, and Eric, N7EPD, were the region’s lead- ers in SOLP and SOHP, respectively. Duane, K1QEL, was the lone SO-Portable entrant from the West Coast and also finished 2nd overall in the category. Tom, KE7SW (+ assistant), claimed the region’s top spot in MO with a margin of less than 200 points over the team at AE6GE. The ML entry from the West Coast was W6QAR with this being their second foray into VHF+ contesting. Their Soapbox comment also noted that they “Had a couple of newcomers participate who should soon be licensed.” West Coast rovers kept it Limited (no “classic” or Unlimited rovers from the region) with Darryl, WW7D, finishing atop the category.
from the Nacogdoches ARC (about 1% difference). Though not in contention for the gavel, the aggregate scores of the 3rd and 4th placeMedium clubs were less than 2,000 points apart (under ½% difference) with the Florida Weak Signal Society sneaking in just ahead of the Potomac Valley Radio Club.

Twelve clubs vied for the Local Club gavel with the Murgas ARC claiming it. Three Murgas members submitted their logs to finish just over 14,000 points ahead of the total score from the nine logs received from members of the Bristol (TN) ARC.

Summary
Welcome to the new Single Operator, Three Band and Single Operator, FM Only categories. Thanks as well to pioneering operators who chose to explore these new paths and to the many entered in the “classic” categories. It would have been quite interesting had similar propagation occurred in 2013 as was experienced in 2012, but that is part of the sport of radio: Like Forrest Gump’s box of chocolates, you never know what you’re going to get. So what flavor of propagation will be found in 2014? Make your plans to participate and find out first-hand January 18-20!

The Opening Continues Online!
Read even more stories and analysis in the Expanded Results article online at www.arrl.org/contests.